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Abstract
m modulus disstribution for a specific natuural number seet using a dynamically
In this paper, we will studyy a partial sum
w construct a cubic equatiion from this distribution annd a formula to calculate th
his cubic
sliding windoow. Then we will
equation zero. Then we will go through ssome applicatioons of this Cuubic equation uusing the basicc algebraic con
ncepts to
explain the disstribution of natural numbers.
First part in tthis paper, wee will interducce a partial suums modulus ddistribution foor natural num
mbers using a dynamic
sliding window
w as a parameeter to explore the natural num
mbers distribuution. As a sim
mpler way of stuudying the distribution
of a multi dynnamic subsets inside
i
natural nnumbers domaain.
Second part inn this paper, we
w will interpreet this distributtion into a quaddratic and cubic equations annd twin cubic equation
concept clarifi
fication, then will
w use these tw
wo concepts too explain the ddistribution of zzeros on the Z
Zeta function sttrip line.
In the last parrt, we will go through somee applications for this distribbution one of them will be an example of getting
prime numberr factors using a partial sum oof specific series of odd num
mbers.
Keywords: Prrime Numberss, Composite P
Prime Numberss, Prime Numbber Distributioon, Zeta functioon
1. Introductioon
1.1 Introduce the Problem
Understandingg numbers disttribution is nott clear and is a missing part oof the number system theoryy.
We only have two main basiic concepts forr natural numbbers; numbers aare (even num
mbers or odd nuumbers).
These main tw
wo concepts alone are not ennough to get a ffull understandding of naturall numbers distrribution.
To understandd natural num
mbers distributiion more, we will study a dynamical sliiding window partial sum reminder
r
distribution too find out how numbers are bbehaving insidde a closed slidding window thhen we will paarametrize this window
to get distribuution in terms of
o this window
w size as a paraameter.
Instead of studying the num
mbers separatelly, we are goinng to study paartial sum remiinder distributtion by taking a partial
sum using a ssliding window
w and then findd the reminderr for each parttial sum windoow to the first element in the sliding
window.
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Any sliding w
window has sizze parameter called (W). thiss sliding window will produuce a multi subbsets as it mov
ves along
this natural nuumber set N= {0,1,2,3,5,7,9,,11, 13,15,17,119….}, which is odd numbeers set but withh number 2 (ev
ven) and
number 0 added to this set.
For example, a partial sum with
w a sliding w
window of size (W = 3).
If we started aat N=0 (first ellement in the sset), we get a nnew set of subbsets, each of ssize 3 and thesse subsets sums is a set
S0 = {(0+1+2)), (1+2+3), (2+
+3+5), (3+5+7), (5+7+9) ….}
If we started from N=1 (seecond elementt in the set) aand W=3, we get another seet S1 = {(1+2+
+3), (2+3+5), (3+5+7),
(
(5+7+9) ….}
Then for eachh subset sum we
w will take thee modulus to thhe first elemennt in this subseet for the speciific window siize if > 0
other else the value will be = 0.
So, For S0 = {{(0+1+2), (1+22+3), (2+3+5), (3+5+7), (5+77+9), (7+9+11), (9+11+13) …
….}
The modulus set of S0 will be
b SM0= {0, 6m
mod (1), 10 mood (2), 15 modd (3), 21 mod (5), 27 mod (77), 33 mod (9),, 39 mod
(11), …} SM0= {0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 6, 6, 6,6 …}
For S1 = {(1+22+3), (2+3+5), (3+5+7), (5+
+7+9), (7+9+111), (9+11+13) ….}
The modulus set of SM0= {66mod (1), 10 m
mod (2), 15 m
mod (3), 21 mood (5), 27 modd (7), 33 mod (9), 39 mod (11),
(
…}
SM1= {0, 0, 0, 1, 6, 6, 6,6 …}
…
In Figure 1., w
we study windoow (W=3) for S0, SM0, S1, SM
and SM7 from lleft to right.
M1, S2, SM2, S3, SM
M3 S5, SM5, S7, a
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In Figure 2., w
we study windoow (W=4) for S0, SM0, S1, SM
and SM7 from lleft to right.
M1, S2, SM2, S3, SM
M3 S5, SM5, S7, a
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In Figure 3., w
we study windoow (W=5) for S1, SM1, S2, SM22, S3, SM3 S5, SM
ght.
M5, S7, and SM7 from left to rig
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In Figure 4., w
we study windoow (W=6) for S0, SM0, S1, SM
and SM7 from lleft to right.
M1, S2, SM2, S3, SM
M3 S5, SM5, S7, a
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In Figure 5., w
we study windoow (W=1) for S0, SM0, S1, SM
and SM7 from lleft to right.
M1, S2, SM2, S3, SM
M3 S5, SM5, S7, a

Conclusion:
1- The ccubic value forr each window
w (W3) will be in the window
w that contains W2 as one of iits elements.
And [ Sum (window
w elements) m
mod (window ffirst element) = 0].
2- Moduules set for a sliding windoow if N >=W will contain tthe same odd numbers set bbefore N in a reversed
orderr as the sum inncreases until it reaches a ssteady moduluus number. (Hiighlighted in ggreen in figure
e 1. And
figurre 2. And figure 3.)
3- As w
window size [W
W] increases; m
more elements of the reverseed N set will start to be show
wn up as remainder for
our ppartial sum.
4- Moduules set for anny sliding winndow W will rreach a Steadyy value such thhat for each seet SN; will be a steady
valuee = W * N if N > 3 and steaddy value = W (W-1) if 0<= N and N <=3; where W is w
window size an
nd N is a
start number for thee set from origginal set N.
m of window ellements (7,9,11) where
In figure 1., For example, foor window (W =3) and N=0; so W3 = 27 whhich is the sum
w elements annd [27 mod (7) = 0]
9 is the squaree of W and onee of the window
The main poiint for this distribution is thhat this partiaal sum remindder will reach a steady valuue no matter what
w
the
window size iis used to do thhe partial sum at W3 for S0, S
S1, S2, and S3 the steady point will be at thhe partial sum = W3
2. Distributioon Cubic Equaation Solution
n
2.1 Cubic Equuation Solutionn Formula
Based on our ppartial sum disstribution studdy in point 1; w
we constructed a new set
C = {all steadyy values in moodules sets for all sliding winndows with sizze Wi}
C = {steady value for W=1, steady value ffor W=2, steaddy value for W
W=3, ….}
C = {0,2,6,12,,20,30,42,56,772, 90…}
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Table 1. Cubic Equations and steady values
A

A * (A-1)

A2

1
0
1
2
2
4
3
6
9
4
12
16
5
20
25
6
30
36
7
42
49
8
56
64
9
72
81
10
90
100
11
110
121
12
132
144
13
156
169
14
182
196
15
210
225
16
240
256
17
272
289
18
306
324
19
342
361
20
380
400
21
420
441
22
462
484
W= {0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,7, 8, 9, 10 ….}

(A -1)2

A3

0
1
4
9
16
25
36
49
64
81
100
121
144
169
196
225
256
289
324
361
400
441

1
8
27
64
125
216
343
512
729
1000
1331
1728
2197
2744
3375
4096
4913
5832
6859
8000
9261
10648

X3+dX2+dX+f = (X-a) (X - b) (X - c)
(X-A) (X2 -(A-1) X + (A * (A-1) +1)
(X-1) (X2+1)
(X-2) (X2-X+2)
(X-3) (X2-2X+7)
(X-4) (X2-3X+13)
(X-5) (X2-4X+21)
(X-6) (X2-5X+31)
(X-7) (X2-6X+43)
(X-8) (X2-7X+57)
(X-9) (X2-8X+73)
(X-10) (X2-9X+91)
(X-11) (X2-10X+111)
(X-12) (X2-11X+133)
(X-13) (X2-12X+157)
(X-14) (X2-13X+183)
(X-15) (X2-14X+211)
(X-16) (X2-15X+241)
(X-17) (X2-16X+273)
(X-18) (X2-17X+307)
(X-19) (X2-18X+243)
(X-20) (X2-19X+281)
(X-21) (X2-20X+421)
(X-22) (X2-21X+263)

The difference between each element in these set are the even number set = {2,4,6,8,10,12,14, 16…}
So, as we increase the Window size to add an odd new number to the window; the remainder from the partial sum will
increase by an even number positional to the even ((W+1) W - (W-1) W) = 2*W
Now let us relate these steady values to cubic of a natural number set and squares of a natural number set.
A
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

A * (A-1)
0
2
6
12
20
30
42
56
72
90
110
132
156
182
210
240
272
306
342
380
420

A3
1
8
27
64
125
216
343
512
729
1000
1331
1728
2197
2744
3375
4096
4913
5832
6859
8000
9261

X3+dX2+dX+f = (X-a) (X - b) (X - c)
(X-A) (X2 -(A-1) X + (A * (A-1) +1)
(X-1) (X2+1)
(X-2) (X2-X+2)
(X-3) (X2-2X+7)
(X-4) (X2-3X+13)
(X-5) (X2-4X+21)
(X-6) (X2-5X+31)
(X-7) (X2-6X+43)
(X-8) (X2-7X+57)
(X-9) (X2-8X+73)
(X-10) (X2-9X+91)
(X-11) (X2-10X+111)
(X-12) (X2-11X+133)
(X-13) (X2-12X+157)
(X-14) (X2-13X+183)
(X-15) (X2-14X+211)
(X-16) (X2-15X+241)
(X-17) (X2-16X+273)
(X-18) (X2-17X+307)
(X-19) (X2-18X+243)
(X-20) (X2-19X+281)
(X-21) (X2-20X+421)
14

X3+(A+A-1) X2+ (2 * A * (A-1) + 1) X+
(A3 - A * (A-1))
X3-X2+X-1
X3-3X2+5X-6
X3-5X2+13X+21
X3-7X2+25X+52
X3-9X2+41X+105
X3-11X2+61X+186
X3-13X2+85X+301
X3-15X2+113X+456
X3-17X2+...
X3-19X2+...
X3-21X2+...
X3-23X2+...
X3-25X2+...
X3-27X2+...
X3-29X2+...
X3-31X2+...
X3-33X2+...
X3-35X2+...
X3-37X2+...
X3-39X2+...
X3-41X2+...
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One Natural solution and two imaginary solutions.
one interesting note on this quadratic equation distribution, we can rewrite the distribution equation as
(X3-X2+X-C) and still gets the same zeros but with imaginary solutions multiplied by (-1)
where C =
Table 3. Cubic Twin Equations taking steady values in considerations
A

X3-X2+X-C

X3+(A+A-1) X2+ (2 * A * (A-1) +

Zero1

1) X+ (A3 - A * (A-1))
3

2

3

2

X3+dX2+dX+f

X3-X2+X-C

Zero2, Zero 3

Zero2, Zero3

1

X -X +X-1

X -X +X-1

1

2

X3-X2+X-6

X3-3X2+5X-6

2

3

X3-X2+X-21

X3-5X2+13X+21

3

4

X3-X2+X-52

X3-7X2+25X+52

4

5

X3-X2+X-105

X3-9X2+41X+105

5

6

X3-X2+X-186

X3-11X2+61X+186

6

7

X3-X2+X-301

X3-13X2+85X+301

7

8

X3-X2+X-456

X3-15X2+113X+456

8

9

X3-X2+X-…

X3-17X2+...

9

..

..

10

..

..

10

3

2

X -X +X-…

3

2

X -19X +...

3. Distribution Cubic Equation Solution and Zeta Function
3.1 Distribution Cubic Equation Solution and Zeta Function
Based on our conclusion of cubic distribution equation solution, the distribution cubic equation will have a twin equation
that gives the same solutions where this twin function all its coefficients = 1 except the last coefficient will be any number
beta.
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Case (1):- If A = 0 we will get

Then we will have three zeros

And the other two solutions will be the solution for this quadratic equation

and 4 * beta > 1 so all the time second part will imaginarily part so the solution will be only in the form of

and this will be the same solution for the twin cubic equation but with +1/2 instead of -1/2.
If A = 0 The solution will be only in this form

Case (2): - If

Case (3) If

= 0 we will get a Cubic equation

= 1 we will get a cubic equation

In Table 3. If A = 1; we already got through the twin equations and how both equations have the same solution
with imaginary solutions multiplied by (-1) even if the twin equation have different coefficients; so we can
simplify this equation to its twin equation

Where
Rewrite the equation as (X-A) (a X2 + b X + d) =0
Such that a = 1; the solution for this cubic equation is
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At A = 0 the solution will be

at A = 1 the solution is
So, in conclusion, the Distribution Cubic Equation in the form of

The solution for this cubic equation (X-A) (a X2 + b X + d) =0 where a = 1 is,

Now this equation can be rewritten in terms of the quadratic equation factor as

At a= 1 and b =1

Where C is any number; we will think of C as the total SUM of the Zeta function
So, we can write the simpler twin equation in this form

or


or
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Table 4. General Cubic Equation for all complete squares [x-0.5]
i

0

0

Zreo1

Zero2

0

1

Zero3

A

1
A
2
A
3
A
4
A
5
A
6
A
7
A
8
A
9
A

In conclusion
1- we only get real solutions (nonimaginary solutions)


2- The solution will be
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And to generalize this equation with the actual Zeta function

And in zeta function step zero in analytical continuation
It uses this simple concept of

And used



This is the same sequence we used in Table 4.

or


And this sequence will only get real number solutions only at

And all other imaginary solutions will be with real part = 0.5.
4. Quadratic Equation Solution and Prime Numbers Filtering
4.1 Quadratic Equation Solution and Prime Numbers Filtering
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If we stopped this sum at any term after in this series; the imaginary part of the solution will have only the Prime
numbers factor.
For Example, the solution to the equation

The imaginary part of the solution is the factors for all numbers and only prime numbers will be shown under the square
root and any other number will be shown factored even the composite Primes will be factored
And the equation complete square is

4. Results
First, we get to understand and learn more about how partial sums reminder distribution using a dynamically sliding
window will reveal more on number theory; for each sliding window, we found a steady value for each partial sum
modulus distribution will be reached.
Then we used this understanding of reminder distribution and the steady value to construct a Cubic equation and then
generalized this Equation solution to generate a formula to get the Cubic equation solutions.
Then we started to apply this Cubic equation solution to understand and explain Zeta function summation and strip
number at X = 0.5.
Then we used the quadratic equation part of the Cubic equation to filter and factor the prime numbers in a summation
series of odd numbers as an application for this distribution findings.
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